


How Air Circulation and 
Destratification  

Improves Thermal 
Comfort and saves A/C 

Energy 



Thermal Comfort

• Thermal comfort is the condition of mind that 
expresses satisfaction with the thermal 
environment and is assessed by subjective 
evaluation (ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 
55).[1]Maintaining this standard of thermal 
comfort for occupants of buildings or other 
enclosures is one of the important goals 
of HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning) design engineers’. Wikpedia, accessed 24.08.15

• Should be for Architects too!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contentment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ANSI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Society_of_Heating,_Refrigerating_and_Air-Conditioning_Engineers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_comfort#cite_note-Ashrae_55_Standard-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HVAC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ventilation_(architecture)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_conditioning


Air Conditioning consumes up 
to 50% of a building’s energy 

footprint!

•If the inhabitants are 
uncomfortable,  why 
bother?



5-15% will always be uncomfortable! 

+3 hot
+2 warm
+1 slightly warm
0 neutral
-1 slightly cool
-2 cool
-3 cold



ASHRAE 2010: Adaptive Comfort Standard for Naturally 
Ventilated  Buildings 



ASHRAE 2012-Air Flow and Thermal 
Comfort



ASHRAE Says –’air speed helps improve comfort' 

❑ The human body reacts  
to air speed 

❑ Sydney summer climate-
70% humidity 

❑ 4 deg K offset @1m/s air 
speed

❑ For radiant and air 
temperature 

❑ Air speed 0.4m/s will 
offset a 2.2 degree temp 
rise



Air Flow and Cooling Value

….then the net savings after 
accounting for energy used by the circulating 
fans would be from 35 per cent (5 x 7 per cent) 
up to 50 per cent (5 x 10 per cent) in active 
areas such as gymnasia.  In office space air 
speed constraints limit local air speeds 
less than 1 m/s with a cooling effect of around 
3ºC with energy savings for cooling of 
approximately 20 per cent. 

The cooling effect of 3 m/s air movement of 
up to 7ºC from circulating fans can be used in 
conjunction with raising the air conditioning 
SET* sensing thermostat to achieve significant 
savings while maintaining thermal comfort. 
(Aynsley, 2005a). 



Latest Research- U Syd- heatwaves and 
fans for cooling



Air Movement
• Air Movement in buildings is a key contributor to thermal 

comfort  of inhabitants in summer

• The dominant loss of heat  from the skin at over 30 Deg C is by 
evaporation of perspiration 

• Air movement has been used for millennia to provide cooling

• Air movement can be high or  low in energy use

• Blowing air is a lot easier than sucking air 

• Natural buoyancy of hot and cold air  can be assisted using 
strategic air movement 

• Controlling the direction of air flow is important

• Air Changes an hour -crucial for removing heat loads.

• Provides the dynamics not found in static A/C type 
environments



DESTRATIFICATION 

SYSTEMS

“Thermal stratification is the single biggest 

waste of energy in buildings today.” – DTE 

Energy

(one of the USA’s largest energy suppliers)

“Thermal de-stratification is one of the 

top three carbon reducing initiatives in 

buildings” Carbon Trust UK



The higher the temperature at the roof in winter creates a

high Delta T T(int)/T(out). This accelerates loss of heat out

through the roof.

Your heating system is not just over-delivering to make up

for that lost heat, its also trying to make up for the hot air

under the ceiling that should be down where you are

located. = wasted heat.

Heat Loss in Winter 



What is Thermal

De-stratification?

- Stratified building

- De-stratified building



Heating Energy Savings
Yearly Average  



How much will you save in an A/C 
building if you remove ductwork ?

• 30% capital costs?

• Energy reduction with no ductwork -10-20%

• Commissioning – 5%

• Opportunities to reduce building height etc –
lots saved

• Reduced services design coordination costs -
$$

• Maintenance costs ↓ 



No ductwork –Marks and Spencer



Destratification without ductwork –
perfect.



Central spine duct cooling



Central spine duct cooling with Air 
Pears



99 Bikes in Perth
‘We are really happy with the effectiveness and low energy properties of the Airius 
fans. in open ceiling spaces. This is a great, cost effective way of traversing the 
aesthetics issues with flexible duct.’
Gareth Halliday;  ECO - Climate Solutions 



Air Pear versus large sweep fan



Brisbane Boys College – 5 courts



Moonee Valley City Council 
Cooling and Heating 



National Storage Bundall, QLD 



Dandenong Markets



Axeman’s Hall of Fame TAS.
Turned 60% of their heating off 2 days after installing four 

Airius fans !



Standard Whisky Distillery, VIC



Non A/C School Library QLD



Church Sydney 



Thank You

• John Brodie

• www.airius.com.au

• Info @airius.com.au

• 0401848888

http://www.airius.com.au/


Activity generates more heat 



Thermal Delight 



Physics of Thermal Comfort



More air please its too hot!



Evaporative heat loss is 25% of the heat loss equation 
–hello ‘air movement’…



If people have more control over their environment they will 
tolerate a greater range of temperature. 



Current Air  Conditioned Spaces… 
• Like living in a vault 

• 22.5 Deg. C and 300 lux for the rest of your life?

• Static ‘dead’ environment

• Unhealthy due to  no environmental variation or thermal delight 

• Unhealthy due to air  recirculation 

• Same level of discomfort as a non-conditioned space

• High  energy consumption

• High capital costs

• Creates great amounts of concentrated heat 

• High running costs

• Maintenance

• Massive contributor to global warming

• Where is the thermal delight here?



Modification of the environment is 
required to achieve thermal comfort 



Static  A/C Environments 
• As Professor Richard de Dear (2011) stated: 

‘If the very best that can be achieved in 
an isothermal, cool, dry and still indoor 
climate is ‘neutral’ or ‘acceptable’ for 
little more than 80% of a building’s 
occupants at any one time, then the 
standards that have been set to date 
leave much to be desired’.



Alliesthesia 
Thermal Pleasure versus Thermal Boredom 

• The phenomenon of Alliesthesia is used to differentiate 
thermal pleasure from thermal neutrality and acceptability. 

• Alliesthesia represents a fundamentally different way of 
thinking about thermal comfort. 

• …..people perceived neutral conditions as comfortable, but 
not as ‘very comfortable’. 

• The ‘very comfortable’ votes happened only in asymmetrical 
environments…..

• It might be feasible to achieve higher levels of thermal 
comfort or pleasure than are currently possible, through 
appropriately designed asymmetrical and transient thermal 
environments. (Arens, 2006)



Air Changes an Hour to Remove Heat



Directional Air Circulation will:-
• Provide  controllable cooling in your space in summer

• Remove/reduce condensation off your surfaces  in buildings 
including  indoor pools etc.

• Reduce heating energy in your  indoor spaces 

• Provide cooling  via controlled air movement in your large spaces 
such as halls and sports centres

• Evacuate hot air out of the space if correctly designed  and located 

• Assist with natural ventilation  as required by moving air into and 
out of spaces 

• Can be used in lieu of ductwork horizontally

• Work as a cost effective  ‘air curtain’ if properly designed.  

• Enable reduction of air conditioning  energy use



Destratification

• Stratification is the separation of hot and cold air 
in a building 

• Cold air falls making hot air rise
• Stratification in hot buildings wastes enormous 

amounts of heat 
• Stratification in cool A/C environments reduces 

the optimisation of air conditioning systems
• Equalising the temperature  in the space 

improves comfort and saves energy in 
conditioned environments 



Air Circulation and Destratification Products

• Airius Air Pear® Thermal 
Equalizer®

• HLVS Fans; eg; 

‘Big Ass’ Fans

• Normal ceiling fans 

• Extraction fans 

• Pedestal fans







The new Q50, ‘Eyeball’ and ‘Duckbill’!



SCEGGS Darlinghurst





Velocity at floor level using Air Pears 



St Stephens College, Gold Coast



Indoor Pools



Melbourne house-Designer Series 



Caloundra YMCA



Education Office Building 



Coles 



How the ceiling kit works 



Tyco Warehouse Western Sydney



Horizontal Air Movement- SCEGGS 
NSW



The new ‘Eyeball’ at 6 metres



Australian Schools

St Johns Dubbo St Thomas Aquinas Bowral



‘The domestic unit is fantastic!’
Andrew Sypkens, Architect  



Other Applications

Offices Theatres 



Very, very large spaces !



Webstar Printers; NSW –Carpark 
Ventilation ?



Walter Pierce Pavilion; Rockhampton 



QV Museum, Launceston.



Boathouse Tavern Coomera



Armadale Arena – 1,100 sq mts 4 fans 
only!



The new G400 EC Sapphire Plus



How strong is the Air Pear ?



How strong are the competitors? 



The original patented Air Pears
• From 2.5 -39 metres high
• 100% designed and manufactured in USA
• Millions spent on product development 
• 50 Years old private company
• 14 years in production
• 130,000+ sold worldwide
• No maintenance
• Lightweight
• Fully patented worldwide 
• Fully recyclable components 
• Rebuildable
• Extremely low energy usage
• Gentle non turbulent directional air flow
• No exposed blades 
• No strobing
• Simple to install into any building
• Horizontal or vertical applications
• 5 year manufacturers warranty and subsequent 5 year half 

new price rebuild warranty
• 90 day no question asked refund policy
• Minimal running costs (from $14 pa running 24/7)



9 Questions for you to answer 

1. What do you consider are the key issues raised by the presenters and the 
discussion?

2. What in the presentation challenged you to think about architecture and 
its practice differently?

3. What did you learn from the presentation/discussion?
4. What impact will the material raised in the session have on your work 

place and the future practice of architecture?
5. What  temperature  reduction perception  ( in Degrees C) does 3m/s of 

air flow provide?
6. How does destratifying a building save winter heating energy?
7. What are the 4 main parameters that influence thermal comfort? 
8. In the Sydney climate, what percentage of cooling air conditioning 

energy can be saved by implementing destratification if there is a 2 
degree C temperature difference from floor to ceiling ?

9. How can controlled and directional air flow improve the  cooling 
performance of naturally ventilated buildings?  


